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The Institute for Public Policy & Economic
Development (The Institute) launched a polling
program in 2014. The Institute regularly polls
students at its partnering higher education
institutions. These polling and survey research
services are part of The Institute’s menu of services
offered to all types of clients.
This 2018 poll assesses students’ opinions about the
region and their post graduation plans. A total of
1,598 students participated in this poll. Students
from all class years, a variety of majors, and parttime and graduate students are well-represented in
the data. The poll is distributed online through our
academic partners. The data was collected during
the first two weeks of February 2018.

Students from NEPA are likely to stay in NEPA,
others may not be. Respondents with zip codes of
residence in Northeast Pennsylvania are more likely
to stay than those with zip codes from elsewhere.
Around two-thirds of those from outside Northeast
Pennsylvania indicated they are not likely to stay,
while the same proportion of Northeast Pennsylvania
residents suggested they are likely to stay. When
deciding where to locate, family matters. Those
not likely to stay ranked close proximity to family as
the most important consideration, over 15 percent
more frequently that those likely to stay in
Northeastern Pennsylvania, and over 25 percent
more frequently in the top three rankings.
Respondents with zip codes in the region who were

When evaluating job opportunities, students
want to apply what they’ve learned and make
a positive difference. When asked to rank six
possible factors to consider when evaluating a job
opportunity, students valued job opportunities in
their desired field more than any other factor, just
over 60 percent of respondents ranked this factor as
of the most or the second most importance. The
second most frequently ranked among the top two
choices, at 41 percent, was a job that makes
students feel that they are making a positive impact.

“It is no surprise to us at Wilkes University that students
place great value on the external experiences that
enhance their classroom learning. Applying academic
concepts to their professional fields gives students
important real-life experiences that set them apart in a
competitive job market.”
Patrick F. Leahy, E.D., President, Wilkes University
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Regional internships may be
associated with increased
likelihood to stay and seek
employment in Northeast
Pennsylvania. Of students that
had internship experiences, those
that reported they are likely to
stay had a much higher chance
of having had an internship in
the Northeastern Pennsylvania,
as seen in the figure to the right.

Stay or Leave: Regional Internships
are a Factor
81%
56%
44%
19%
NOT LIKELY TO STAY
Internship in NEPA

LIKELY TO STAY
Internship outside of NEPA

Nearly 75% of respondents indicated that
their college or graduate school education prepared them somewhat well or very well for
their career. Less than five percent of respondents
felt that their education had prepared them somewhat or very poorly.

“Internships are vital for students. I was
heartened that more than 75 percent of
student respondents completed or plan to
complete an internship before graduation.
Positive outcomes should occur if local
organizations increase the number of paid
internships and our colleges and
universities increase the number of
internships for credit.”
“Dale Jones, Ph.D., Chancellor and Chief
Academic Officer, Penn State Wilkes-Barre

How well do you think that your
college or graduate school education
has prepared you for the career you
intend to prusue
Frequency Percent
Very well
564
39%
Somewhat well
505
35%
Adequately
271
19%
Somewhat poorly
49
3%
Very poorly
20
1%
Not sure
44
3%
Total
1453
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Internships continue to be highly valued
by students. Over three fourths of all respondents in 2018 had either completed or

plan to complete an internship before graduation. This percent has remained consistent
over each year of post-graduation polling
(2015-2018). However, paid internships are
not the norm. Among students who had internships, the percent who were paid has never been above 45. This poll saw the highest
share of unpaid internships of any year, at 62
percent.

“We’re especially gratified that students in
Northeastern Pennsylvania feel their college
education has prepared them for their respective careers. Their opinions speak to the high
quality of higher education in our region. Together, we demonstrate that Northeastern
Pennsylvania is one of the best places in the
state and in the nation to attend college”
David L. Coppola, Ph.D., President, Keystone
College

“The results of this study highlight the importance of facilitating enriching internships in
the region, assessing organizational culture in
order to provide a nurturing and welcoming
work environment, and the strategic significance of collaboration of regional higher educational institutions and government agencies
in order to positively impact NEPA’s economy
and how it is perceived by our graduates. Such
key learning outcomes are key to retaining
talented workforce that are critical to supporting area institutions and to attracting new employers into our region.”
Marwan A. Wafa, Chancellor, Penn State Scranton

Students feel their education has prepared them for their career. The most
recent poll showed a majority of respondents feel prepared for their intended career.
This finding has been consistent in all postgraduation polls, as the percent of respondents who suggest feeling either very or
somewhat well prepared for their careers
has never dropped below 70 percent, reaching a four year high in 2018, at just under
75 percent.
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Students may be less anxious about finding a
job now than in 2015. In each poll, students have
been asked to indicate their level of anxiety about
finding a job after graduation. Every year a majority
of students have selected either extremely or
somewhat anxious, however, this majority has been
reduced slightly each year, with just under 55
percent selecting one of the top two levels of anxiety
in 2018.
Graduate School Plans. Over fifty percent of
respondents suggested they have plans to attend
graduate or professional school, while just under 30
percent were unsure.
Major Area of Study of the Poll Respondents

Major
Science/Mathematics
Health care
Engineering
Social sciences
Education
Business
Humanities
Fine arts
Applied technology/trades
Total

Frequency Percent
267
19%
356
25%
58
4%
178
13%
95
7%
215
15%
91
6%
104
7%
38
3%
1402

“Among the many excellent data points in this
year’s survey, the strong preference among our area’s college students to have a ‘positive impact’ as
part of their future careers should give us all great
optimism for the future,” says Thomas J. Botzman,
Ph.D., president, Misericordia University. “In addition to teaching professional competency, our area
colleges and universities nurture students’ interests
in change management, service to others, and improving the quality of life for people of
our region and far beyond.”
Thomas J. Botzman, Ph.D., President, Misericordia
University

“The poll results provide support for how the strong and growing relationship
between our area’s local colleges and universities and the regional economy
are mutually advantageous. The availability of energetic and well prepared
college students to fill defined internship opportunities with local businesses
and non-profits and the subsequent stronger resume that graduates present
when applying for jobs can be a vital component of future economic growth
and market expansion.”
Rev. John Ryan, C.S.C., Ph.D., President, King's College
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Considerations in Job Opportunities. Respondents were asked to rank six factors that they may be
considered when evaluating a job opportunity. The assigned rankings were 1 through 6, one indicating
the most important, and six, the least important. The factors respondents were asked to rank, with their
weighted average, included the job being in their desired field (2.5), feeling as though they are making
a positive impact (3.2), starting salary (3.4), location in a desired region (3.6), fringe benefits (3.7), and
workplace culture (4).The full distribution of these rankings are shown below , where the bars show the
within category distribution of ranks, and the darker shades correspond to higher rank.

Plans to locate/seek employment in NEPA
after graduation
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Perspectives on the Region—Economy
Respondents were asked to endorse one of a series of
statements related to the economy of Northeastern
Pennsylvania in relation to the United States as a
whole. Nearly 30 percent of respondents suggested
feeling that the condition of Northeast Pennsylvania
was about the same as the United States as a whole,
while 44 percent endorsed some level of belief that the
economy of Northeast Pennsylvania was in worse condition than the United States as a whole.

Perspectives on the Region—Quality of Life
Respondents were also asked to endorse one of a
series of statements related to the quality of life in
Northeastern Pennsylvania when compared to the
United States as a whole. Just over 35 percent of
respondents indicated feeling that the quality of life
in Northeastern Pennsylvania is either somewhat or
much worse than the United States as a whole.
However, 80 percent of respondents suggested feeling that one of the three middle categories were
most accurate, somewhat better, about the same
as, or somewhat worse.

Which of the following best describes your perception of the
economy of Northeastern Pennsylvania compared with the economy
of the United States as a whole
Frequency Percent
Much better than that of the United States
13
1%
Somewhat better than that of the United States
94
7%
About the same as that of the United States
357
28%
Somewhat worse than that of the United States
436
35%
Much worse than that of the United States
119
9%
Not sure
235
19%
Total
1254

Which of the following best describes your perception of the overall
quality of life in northeastern Pennsylvania compared with
the quality of life in the United States as a whole
Frequency Percent
Much better than that of the United States
35
3%
Somewhat better than that of the United States
206
16%
About the same as that of the United States
432
35%
Somewhat worse than that of the United States
364
29%
Much worse than that of the United States
87
7%
Not sure
125
10%
Total
1249

“The Jesuit mission of The University of Scranton commits us to provide our
students an education that prepares and inspires them to go into the world to
serve others and make it a better place. We purposefully engage our students
in the community throughout their years at Scranton. Internships, in particular, are a key type of experiential learning that integrates knowledge and theory from the classroom with practical application and skill development in a
professional setting. This kind of hands-on experience helps prepare students
from across academic disciplines for their future careers. As the survey data
affirms, internships make a tremendous difference to our students and helps
them – to quote St. Ignatius, the founder of the Jesuit order – ‘go forth and set
the world on fire.”
Rev. Herbert B. Keller, S.J. Interim President, The University of Scranton
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Considerations in Locating and Job Seeking. Respondents
were asked to rank eight factors that may be considered when
deciding where to locate and/or where to look for a job. The
assigned rankings were 1 through 8, one indicating the most
important, and eight the least important. These factors, with
their weighted average, availability of jobs in my desired field
(2.7), cost of living (3.5), close proximity to my family (4), availability of housing options that fit my lifestyle (4.3), entertainment recreation and dining option (5.1), diversity and inclusiveness (5.6), and already have friends in the area (5.7). The full
distribution of these rankings are shown below , where the bars
show the within category distribution of ranks, and the darker
shades correspond to higher rank.
“The results really highlight the pressing need for all of our com-

munity higher education thought leaders to appreciate the incredible potential impact of intentional organizational strategies to develop and nurture pipeline programs for our young adults from
NEPA that position them for value oriented careers within well established or emerging industries driving our regional economy. It's
inspiring to see the strength of family connections and job contributions to meaningful impact in the decision making process of
the young adults surveyed, whether they plan to stay or leave
NEPA after graduation. As a nonprofit, community owned and governed educational and healthcare delivery consortium, The Wright
Center takes great pride in our meaningful contributions to interprofessional primary healthcare workforce development through
our own graduate medical education programs and our provision
of both clinical and administrative training opportunities for students from our numerous regional academic affiliates. The longrange retention of this workforce to serve and improve the health

and welfare of patients and families in
NEPA provides us the greatest satisfaction. As a region, to avoid outmigration of
our youth, we have lots of collaborative
pipeline development work to do and The
Wright Center is so excited to be actively
engaged in that awesome opportunity.”
Dr. Linda Thomas-Hemak, President &
CEO, The Wright Center for Graduate
Medical Education
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A collaboration among Geisinger Commonwealth School of Medicine, Keystone College, King’s College, Lackawanna College,
Luzerne County Community College, Marywood University, Misericordia University, Penn State Scranton,
Penn State Wilkes-Barre, The Wright Center, University of Scranton and Wilkes University
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What We Believe
At The Institute, we believe that empowering leaders with the research-based strategies and solutions they
need to make informed decisions will lead to a stronger economy and a better quality of life for residents.
For over a decade, The Institute has worked behind the scenes to support initiatives that advance regional
competitiveness and revitalize communities.

2018 Institute Underwriters
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Andrew J. Sordoni Foundation
Luzerne County
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Sordoni Family Foundation
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Borton-Lawson
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Rosenn, Jenkins & Greenwald, LLP
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Berkshire Asset Management
BlackOut Design
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Sanofi Pasteur
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Follow us on Facebook and Twitter
http://www.facebook.com/institutepa
https://twitter.com/institutePA
www.institutepa.org
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